Bottom-up fabrication of nanoscale structures relies on chemical processes to direct self-assembly. The complexity, precision, and yield achievable by a one-pot reaction are limited by our ability to encode assembly instructions into the molecules themselves. Nucleic acids provide a platform for investigating these issues, as molecular structure and intramolecular interactions can encode growth rules. Here, we use DNA tiles and DNA origami to grow crystals containing a cellular automaton pattern. In a one-pot annealing reaction, 250 DNA strands first assemble into a set of 10 free tile types and a seed structure, then the free tiles grow algorithmically from the seed according to the automaton rules. In our experiments, crystals grew to ∼300 nm long, containing ∼300 tiles with an initial assembly error rate of ∼1.4% per tile. This work provides evidence that programmable molecular self-assembly may be sufficient to create a wide range of complex objects in one-pot reactions.
The WatsonsCrick complementarity of DNA molecules allows one to design not only simple double-stranded helices but also complicated woven structures consisting of many DNA strands.
1 Well-designed structures will self-assemble during annealing from a high initial temperature at which point all molecules are single-stranded to a lower final temperature at which base-pairing is preferred. Complex sequences of assembly steps within such one-pot reactions may be achieved both thermodynamically, by ensuring that structures to be created in the initial steps have the highest melting temperatures, and kinetically, by controlling nucleation steps for molecular folding and crystal growth. Thermodynamic control has been used previously for twostep annealing wherein DNA "tiles" first form individually and then subsequently assemble into crystals as directed by complementary "sticky ends" that bind the tiles to each other. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Kinetic control also has been achieved using either scaffold strands 7, 8 or seed structures. 9, 10 Such control makes it possible to perform "algorithmic self-assembly", wherein matching rules encoded in the sticky-end sequences direct the development of a complex pattern. 11 Algorithmic selfassembly derives from Wang's mathematical investigation of the tiling problem, 12, 13 which showed that the geometry of tiling can simulate Turing machines and their parallelcomputation relatives, one-dimensional cellular automata. Similarly, algorithmic self-assembly of DNA tiles is Turing universal in principle. 11, 14 However, previous demonstrations of algorithmic self-assembly had poor yield and high error rates, 8, 15 bringing into question whether the complexity it promised theoretically could be achieved practically. In our experiments, crystals grew to ∼300 nm long, containing ∼300 tiles with an initial assembly error rate of ∼1.4% per tile. To achieve this result, we modified the design of our DNA tiles to improve tile formation yield and demonstrated that boundary tiles can prevent aggregation and merging of growing crystals.
Results. A Cone-Shaped Assembly. In this work, our goal was to identify and minimize the major sources of errors and thus to establish a baseline for reliable and high yield algorithmic self-assembly in a one-pot reaction. The Sier-pinski triangle was chosen as a test pattern because it requires only a small set of tiles yet it involves all the major assembly mechanisms in which errors could occur. Each tile "computes" the exclusive-or (XOR) function in the sense that a unique tile will bind at a site presenting a particular input pair (e.g., "0" and "1") and that this tile will present two outputs representing the XOR of the inputs (e.g., "1" and "1"; see Figure 1a ). The logical constraint required for correct algorithmic growth is that a tile may attach only if it matches at least two inputs. 16 This is essential for growth of the correct pattern; errors may occur when a tile attaches by just one matching input (Figure 1b) . In addition to the rules implemented by the tiles, it is necessary to provide initial conditions for the assembly; an initial row of "0"s with a single "1" will produce the Sierpinski triangle pattern. For molecular self-assembly, both the tiles and the initial conditions can be created using DNA structures (Figure 1c ). Tiles use a double-crossover (DX) motif 17 that has been used previously for DNA tile-based self-assembly 2, [8] [9] [10] 15, 18, 19 but with two modifications (see Supporting Information, Figures S1 and S2): (i) sticky-ends are on the longer central strands rather than on the shorter peripheral strands, and (ii) the A "seed row" (the "0"th row) sets the boundary conditions for growth by specifying the initial row of tiles. Wherever both inputs match (black arrows), tiles may attach asynchronously to the seed row or to two adjacent tiles in the assembly. A single match (red arrow) is insufficient for attachment. Tiles are oriented and must be staggered (see Supporting Information, Figures S1, S2, and S5), so an incoming tile cannot make two matches to the same tile in the assembly. (b) When these assembly rules are executed without errors, these tiles grow from the seed row to produce the Sierpinski pattern (top). With errors (red tiles) the pattern is disrupted (bottom). A single error can result in a widespread change in the pattern, due to propagation of the incorrect information. (c) DNA implementation of the XOR tiles and structure of the DNA origami seed implementing the seed row. Each tile is of the DAO-E type; 11, 17 in the modified motif variant used here, each tile is composed of two strands unique to that tile (red and dark blue) which contain 5-nt sticky ends whose sequence encodes the logical input and output for the tile, and two copies of the universal strut strand (green). Tiles that output "0" (OTM00 and OTM11) are called "0 tiles", while tiles that output "1" (OTM01 and OTM10) are called "1 tiles". (See Supporting Information, Figures S1 and S2 for details. "OTM" refers to the "original tile mechanism" of ref 16 , in contrast to more advanced error reduction mechanisms such as those proposed in ref 23 .) Odd and even locations use different sticky-end sequences to encode "0" and "1", ensuring proper staggering of the tiles during assembly. Tiles that output "1" have hairpin-forming subsequences that provide contrast for AFM imaging. The structure of the adapter tiles for the origami seed is shown at the left. The scaffold strand (black) and staple strands (brown) of the origami rectangle continue to the left and are not all shown. Each adapter tile is formed by a universal strut strand (green) and two adapter strands (magenta) containing subsequences specific to a location on the scaffold strand and the appropriate sticky ends for that location. (See Supporting Information, Figure S3 for the full structure of the origami seed and Figure  S4 for sequences of the new adapter.) (d) The cone-shaped assembly produced by error-free growth from an origami seed specifying the initial row "000000010000000". No further growth can occur unless insufficient attachments occur. See Supporting Information, Figure S5 for details.
shorter strands, lacking sticky ends, all have the same sequence and are called the "universal strut strand" (see Supporting Information, Methods). This reduces the number of strands required to create N tile types from 4N to 2N + 1. In addition to reducing synthesis complexity, the universal strut motif improves the yield of tile formation, because only two strands must be adjusted to have comparable stoichiometry, while the universal strut strand can be in excess. To provide boundary condition information for the initial row, we use DNA origami 20 augmented with a layer of adapter tiles so that it can seed algorithmic growth 10 with modifications to account for the modified DX tile design. The origami seed self-assembles from a scaffold strand (7249-nt circular single-stranded DNA from the M13mp18 phage) as guided by 192 "staple strands", 32 "adapter strands", and 16 copies of the universal strut strand; the resulting rectangular structure presents 15 pairs of sticky ends (A through O) that may be programmed with arbitrary information by modifying the appropriate adapter strands (see Supporting Information, Figures S3 and S4 ). When the origami seed is programmed to present a single central "1", correct growth of the four XOR tiles on the seed results in a cone-shaped assembly with a small Sierpinski pattern (see Figure 1d and Supporting Information, Figure S5 ). Further growth can occur only if a tile binds to a single input, which is prohibited by the logical constraint required for algorithmic growth: a tile may bind only if it can attach by at least two sticky ends. 11, 14, 16 In practice, however, perfect Sierpinski growth is difficult to achieve because several types of error may occur. For instance, a tile that has one or two mismatched inputs will usually only attach transiently to a growing crystal, but it could become permanently embedded if other tiles subsequently attached to it and grow around it. This kind of error is called a "growth error" and results in a disruption of pattern formation due to the incorporation and propagation of incorrect information (Figure 1b ). Previous experiments on algorithmic self-assembly 8, 15 reported growth error rates between 1-10% per tile, although these estimates were imprecise due to highly variable crystal growth and selective imaging. A related second type of error results when a tile attaches by a single sticky end despite the absence of a tile to provide the other input and then gets locked in place by subsequent crystal growth. These are called facet nucleation errors. 18, 21 A single facet nucleation error on a coneshaped assembly (e.g., Figure 1d ) would allow both forward and backward growth of an additional layer of tiles. These new tiles are also likely to contain and propagate incorrect information. The third type of error, a nucleation error, occurs when several tiles come together to form a small assembly that initiates further growth in the absence of the intended seed molecule. Lacking the correct boundary conditions, such assemblies tend to be ill-formed. Several methods for suppressing these three types of errors in DNA tile assembly have been proposed, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and experimental support for reducing facet, nucleation, and growth errors has been obtained. 9, 18, 19 Additionally, previous work has observed lattice defect errors, where the regular connectivity pattern of the tiles is disturbed locally. 2, 8, 15 In this work, we wished to simultaneously reduce all types of errors as a baseline for future work on more advanced methods of error suppression. [21] [22] [23] 25 Our initial experiments to grow cone-shaped Sierpinski assemblies from origami seeds established that the desired structure can form, but high assembly error rates prevented high yield synthesis. To demonstrate assembly of the cone shape irrespective of algorithmic pattern formation, we first created an origami seed containing a seed row of all "0"s (thus directing the initial row of DNA tiles to be "000000000000000") and annealed it together with just the OTM00 tile. Resulting structures were deposited on freshly cleaved mica and were imaged in solution using tapping mode atomic force microscopy (AFM). Although some cones did form, we were unable to prevent the formation of large crystals of the OTM00 tile in addition to the seed-nucleated assemblies (Figure 2a,b) . Despite this concern, we prepared an origami seed that directs the initial row to be "000000010000000" and annealed it together with all four XOR tiles to observe full algorithmic self-assembly. In our first experiments the "1" tile often failed to attach at the central adapter, which could be explained by an energetic penalty (electrostatic or geometric) for attaching tiles that have hairpins (OTM01 and OTM10). In an attempt to counteract this effect, in subsequent cone-growth experiments we increased the nominal concentration of the OTM01 tile to 5 or 10 times higher than the other tiles. Although only roughly half of the origami seeds correctly nucleated the central "1" tiles, we were encouraged to find that in both cases, very few errors were observed within the 120 tiles of the cone area (see 50:50:250, after cones have grown we expect the OTM00 tile to be depleted and the other tiles to remain in excess, which can be expected to lead to many growth errors at that stage of assembly. Our greatest concern, however, was the prevalence of an error mode that we had not anticipated: multiple assemblies nucleated from distinct seeds appeared to have aggregated and merged. As even the best-separated assemblies showed signs of facet nucleation (growth beyond the ideal cone shape; see Supporting Information, Figure S6 ), we hypothesize that merging occurs when reverse growth from facet nucleation presents input sticky ends that then bind to the output of another assembly (see Supporting Information, Figure S7 ). We call this an aggregation and merging error. Notwithstanding these errors and much to our surprise, large correct Sierpinski patterns frequently arose within the V-shaped area between merged cone assemblies (Figure 2c,d) . We also observed large correct Sierpinski patterns initiated by a single mismatch error within a large OTM00 patch (see Figure 2e and Supporting Information, Figure S8a ,b). These Sierpinski triangles had fewer growth errors than any we had observed in previous systems, 8 which encouraged us to look for ways to reduce the dominant error mode, aggregation and merging.
A Ribbon Assembly. Reasoning that aggregation and merging will be reduced if sticky ends are exposed only at active growth fronts, we augmented the tile set so that crystals grow as fixed-width ribbons 9, 10, 19 by including "boundary tiles" that create an inert outer side (see Figure  3a and Supporting Information, Figure S9) . The boundary tiles consist of two types of single tile (sT0 and sT1, or sT2 and sT3) and one type of the double tile (dT0 or dT1) for each side (see Figure 3b and Supporting Information, Figure  S10 ). The motif of the single tiles is the same as that of OTM00 and OTM11, while the double tiles 9 each consist of two single tiles fused together at a hybridized sticky end with two other sticky ends made inert by converting them into hairpins. For the logic of pattern formation, the boundary tiles implement always "0" boundary conditions: following XOR rules, each single tile simply copies the information provided by its nonboundary tile input. To start the algorithmic self-assembly, we chose an initial row "0101010101-010", which results in a pattern with a 28-row period (see Figure 3a and Supporting Information, Figure S11 ). While logically each ribbon may grow indefinitely, in experiments the average ribbon length is determined by the ratio of concentrations of origami seeds, XOR tiles and boundary tiles.
Experiments to grow ribbons gave a high yield of structures with low error rates. First, we verified the formation of a patternless ribbon by using an origami seed specifying an initial row of 13 zeros flanked by the boundary and providing only the boundary tiles and OTM00 tiles in solution (Figure 4a ). Correct-width ribbons grew from the origami seed. However, we also observed thinner spuriously nucleated ribbons with widths mostly less than six (see Supporting Information, Figure S12 for interpretations). Following previous work reducing nucleation errors, 9,10 we expected the origami seeds to nucleate Sierpinski-patterned ribbon growth at higher temperatures before significant amounts of spuriously nucleated structures can appear (see Supporting Information, Notes). Assuming that the thin ribbons formed from excess tiles at low temperatures and thus would not interfere with algorithmic growth at higher temperatures, we proceeded to attempt full algorithmic selfassembly of ribbons with the Sierpinski cellular automaton Cones without patterns, grown using just OTM00 tiles and seeds presenting only "0". A large all "0" crystal (left) and a nearly perfect cone assembly. Holes in the large crystal are the result of damage during AFM imaging due to tip-sample interaction. Small poorly structured assemblies were also observed; these may have formed only at low temperatures from excess tiles in solution, or may be the result of crystal fragmentation during sample preparation for AFM imaging.
[origami] ) 1 nM, [OTM00] ) 400 nM. Note that a perfect cone contains 120 OTM00 tiles, thus this experiment used an excess of tiles. However, experiments at a lower concentration (100 nM) produced only partially complete cones yet still contained large all "0" crystals, which motivated using the higher concentration. pattern, adjusting tile stoichiometry to more closely match usage in the ribbon. Typical fields of view showed that in fact most of the material formed into ribbons and merging of crystals was not observed despite common aggregation of the crystals (see Supporting Information, Figure S13 ). For analysis, we identified and imaged at high resolution 14 intact ribbon crystals that were well separated and maintained a correct constant width in their first 15 rows (see Supporting Information, Notes). With the aid of a program that displayed the logical consequences of errors, we deduced the locations of growth errors that explain the patterns on each crystal (see Figure 4b -e and Supporting Information, Figures S14 and S15). The highest error rate observed was 4.5% per tile; however, averaged over all crystals the error rate before the 15th row is only 1.4% (Figure 4h ). The error rate increased, both in mean and in variance, after the 15th row, which could be due both to smaller sample size (not all crystals grew that long) and to stoichiometric disproportionation of the tile types during the assembly process. In addition to growth errors, we observed occasional lattice defect errors, which resulted in a decrease in the width of a ribbon (see Figure  4f ,g and Supporting Information, Notes and Figure S16 ). Occasionally, large spuriously nucleated crystals were still observed, sometimes containing large Sierpinski patterns within an all-zero patch (see Supporting Information, Figure  S8c,d) .
Discussion. The Sierpinski-patterned ribbon assembly demonstrated here achieves a substantially lower error rate and higher yield of properly formed structures than both previously demonstrated algorithmic self-assembly experiments. 8, 15 We think there are several possible reasons for this. First, because of the excellent control over nucleation provided by the DNA origami seeds, algorithmic crystal growth is likely to have occurred only slightly below the crystal's melting temperature in slightly supersaturated conditions that theoretically yield the lowest error rates. Second, because of the rigidity of the DNA origami seeds compared to the single-stranded scaffold strands used in prior work, there were fewer lattice defect errors (see Supporting Information, Notes). Third, here we used the DX tiles in a different orientation such that the input sticky ends are close to each other (left side sticky ends, this study) rather than far from each other (bottom sticky ends, previous studies). It is possible, though not proven, that this geometric difference could alter cooperativity or kinetics and reduce growth errors or lattice defect errors. Fourth, it initially seems remarkable that such low error rates are achieved despite the roughly 10-fold increase in number of strands required Boundary tile sticky-end logic and molecular motifs. Single tiles ("sT") are composed of two strands unique to the tile (red and dark blue) and two copies of the universal strut strand (green). Double tiles ("dT") are composed of four specific strands (red, light blue, orange, and dark blue) and two copies of the universal strut strand. See Supporting Information, Figure S10 for full sequences of boundary tiles and Figure S11 for sequences of the new adapter strands for the origami seed.
for the origami seed, which could interfere with tile formation and assembly due to spurious interactions between strands; however, near the crystal melting temperature, where we think seeded growth occurs, thermodynamically stable bimolecular interactions must involve roughly ten or more base pairs, which is unlikely for random sequences.
Nonetheless, several opportunities for further improvements became apparent during this work. First, optimizing tile and seed concentrations and relative stoichiometry was difficult; the apparent energetic cost of incorporating tiles containing hairpins for AFM contrast caused us to increase the concentration of such tiles 5-or 10-fold, further exacerbating the disproportionation of tile types in solution. Ameliorating disproportionation is particularly challenging for algorithmic self-assembly in a one-pot reaction because the rate of free tile consumption is typically unequal for the different tile types and furthermore varies from row to row in potentially complex ways. 26 A homeostasis mechanism to hold the tile concentrations constant during assembly, whether endogenous or controlled externally by microfluidics, 27 would significantly improve the assembly process. Additionally, an alternative to DNA hairpins for labeling individual tiles with high yield would help make energetics nearly equal for all tile types. Second, the swelling that occurs between the tightly woven origami seed and the tile-based ribbon crystal (see Supporting Information, Notes) indicates that nucleation is inhibited by a lattice-spacing mismatch; a redesigned seed could ameliorate this effect, improving nucleation and thus allowing algorithmic growth to proceed even closer to the crystal's melting temperature. In summary, demonstrating algorithmic self-assembly within a programmably nucleated finite-width ribbon has advanced our understanding and ability to control the thermodynamics and kinetics of multistage self-assembly processes in one-pot reactions.
Methods. Sample Preparation. All strands for tiles were synthesized and PAGE purified by Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, IA). Concentrations were measured based on absorbance at 260 nm in water and standard sequence-dependent extinction coefficients. Thus, all concentrations reported here are nominal and more so for tiles and origami whose yields were not precisely measured. For each single tile, strands were mixed in the ratio [universal strut strand]:[each tile strand] ) 3:1, and for each double tile, strands were mixed in the ratio [universal strut strand]: [each tile strand] ) 6:1. Because each XOR tile requires 2 universal strut strands and 2 tile-specific strands, this results in an excess of universal strut strands in solution. We call this a "tile mix". Staple strands for the "tall, thin" rectangular DNA origami are exactly as in the original work, 20 except that no staple strands contained dumbbell-hairpins and the staples on the left and right sides were omitted, that is, of the 224 original staple strands, we used 192. Staple strands and adapter strands were not purified. The concentration ratio among the M13mp18 strand, staple strands, adapter strands, and universal strut strand is 1:4:4:(4 × 16). This is called the "origami mix". For any given experiment, the origami mix and the relevant tile mixes are combined such that the nominal concentrations of the M13mp18 strand and of each tile-specific strand are as stated.
Annealing Protocols. All strands comprising each tile and the origami seed were mixed in TAE/Mg 2+ buffer (40 mM Tris-Acetate, 1 mM Na 2 EDTA, 12.5 mM Mg Acetate). For samples in Figure 2 and Supporting Information, Figure  S8a ,b, we annealed samples using an Eppendorf Mastercycler. Temperature was decreased in stages: (1) kept at 90°C for 10 min, (2) linearly decreased from 90 to 40°C during 50 min, (3) linearly decreased from 40 to 25°C during 15 h. Other samples were annealed in a hot water bath (2 L) contained in a Styrofoam box. In this case, temperature was exponentially decreased from 95°C to room temperature during 50 h, with a half-time of roughly 10 h. AFM Imaging. After self-assembly was complete, 5 µL of sample was deposited on freshly cleaved mica, followed by an additional 40 µL of buffer. AFM imaging was performed on a Digital Instruments Nanoscope III (Veeco Metrology, Santa Barbara, CA) using fluid-tapping mode in TAE/Mg 2+ buffer, as described previously. 8, 20 DNA Sequence Design. All DNA sequences except for the M13mp18 strand and the 192 staple strands were designed as described previously 2, 8, 9 using programs written in MATLAB, available at http://www.dna.caltech.edu/ DNAdesign/. Sequences are optimized so that the number of undesired subsequences that exactly match another subsequence is minimized and the predicted binding energies of sticky-end pairs were matched. See Supporting Information, Methods for sequences.
